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It's 8:40 a.m., the half-empty Bowen Queen chugging through the December grey toward Pender Island.

The return car-and-driver fare from Swartz Bay is $42.50, not that Jim Walker notices. The Sidney man

is in construction, never pays attention to the fare, just works it into his invoice. "It's part of doing

business," he says, sitting at a table in the ferry's snack shop. Customers accept it as the price of

living on an island.

A couple of tables over are Victorians Cameron Stewart and Kathleen Cooey, travelling to their Pender

getaway. Having lived in Ireland for years, they're not fazed by the fare, either. "Any ferry service in

Europe, you're paying for it."

Of course, these are the people who are riding the ferry, not the ones who aren't. The latter group is

what has Gulf Islands ferry advisory committees worried.

Ridership on B.C. Ferries' minor routes has been slipping since the corporation was made sort-of

independent and began jacking up fares in 2003.

The heads of the local advisory committees fear it will get worse -- much worse -- if the provincial

government doesn't reverse course and come up with more money in its next four-year agreement with

B.C. Ferries.

The Ferry Advisory Committee Chairs predict drastic service cuts, fare hikes of 10 per cent a year, or

both if the province doesn't relent. The province must decide by the end of June whether it wants to

change service levels or the subsidy it pays in the next agreement, which takes effect in 2012.

It's not that FACC (which sounds more like an epithet than an acronym) doesn't expect fare hikes, but it

does wonder what happened to the "modest and predictable" increases promised by the government in

2003. The group says that while inflation has barely topped 10 per cent since then, fares on the minor

and northern routes have risen by an average of 60 per cent and will be up 80 per cent by 2012. No

coincidence that traffic on those routes fell six per cent while traffic on the major Vancouver

Island-Lower Mainland runs -- where the increases have been more modest -- actually rose, at least

until recently.

Between 2004 and 2010, fare revenue on the non-major routes rose from $80 million to $118 million,

while the province's annual subsidy has been fixed at $92 million (though the province can well argue

that other measures have pushed government's total contribution to $177 million this year).

"High fares have caused traffic declines, more so on the routes with the highest fare increases and

highest fuel surcharges, but now on all routes," FACC said in a report titled Ominous Clouds. "These

declines will continue in the absence of any fare relief. ... While the traffic drops are incremental, the

cumulative impact on coastal communities is approaching crisis proportions."
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